Discover the Story of You…
Unravel the Possibility in You…
Be the Transformation our World Needs…
She is gentle, yet she is strong, She is emotional, yet is practical. She flows
with moments, yet contains in her inner discipline of sensibility. She is
vulnerable, yet she is tough. She can be meek, as much as she stands as a rock
for her loved ones. Just like nature, she is complex experience of contrasts.
She is an experience. She is a woman.
One of the realities that woman has had to contend
over generations has been abuse of different kindsphysical, psychological, emotional, sexual and so on.
Women face such challenges not only in family but also
at work place and in social environment. Another aberration
of this systematic conditioning is where women become
perpetrators.
However, times have changed…

Real Empowerment of a woman happens when she is able to experience
to her true identity from within and is able to express it completely.
From these volumes of expressions and experiences emerge, abilities
and potential that she possess. Be it entrepreneurship or being a
home manager or any other role that one has the potential for.
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The journey of Aashwasan is
about touching every life that came its way, and in its way, nothing was meant
stop from bringing in the transformation in that life. To every, ways are different,
and with it comes its unique purpose to unfold the journey of that life. No
mindset, no biases, no judgments, no constraints of any type was ever given the
right to be an obstacle in the lives of those who believed that they were born to
reach within despite anything. Aashwasan has begun…
Reach Aashwasan at Ph: +919731301017/20 Email: Info@aashwasan.com.
Visit at www.aashwasan.com/ www.aashwasan.org.
Connect on www.facebook.com/Aashwasan
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